Meet m.ai.a - Intelligent
Service Desk
In any organization, a service desk is the single point of
contact between customers, employees and partners. A
digitally equipped service desk focuses on improved and
advanced technology to streamline processes & empower
the organization to be
Agile

Provide Swift Resolution

Improved CX

Gain Competitive Advantage

Cost Effective

Lesser Business Impact

m.ai.a adds to the support ecosystem of the service desk by
highly improving productivity and quick resolve of issues making
it a NX Gen Desk.

Challenges in Service Desk
Support experience
simplified & tuned to
individual needs
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Applied innovations and
automation that help digitize
the user experience and
optimize cost
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Transformation to an
integrated Service Desk for
changing business needs.
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Clear path to end user
workplace & mobility
transformation

First level troubleshooting,
& query resolution, ticket
logging and follow up

Commitment to high
performance and
established best practices
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Who is m.ai.a & What Can m.ai.a Do?
Hello m.ai.a
Introducing m.ai.a a Tech Mahindra’s cognitive human-like
voice assistant that harnesses the power of Artificial
Intelligence and Natural Language Processing to solve simple
to complex customer queries providing a frictionless & seamless
experience to consumers. m.ai.a digitally augments customer
support center and greatly improves support efficiency.

m.ai.a offers seamless voice interaction to reduce and
manage high volume of user requests and increased user
experience.
m.ai.a’s integrates with telephony & smart devices for easy
implementation across channels
m.ai.a easily adapts to customer journey of the organization

m.ai.a promotes efficiency and cost-effectiveness

A Simple Status Enquiry Conversation of m.ai.a

Hello Sam, How
can I assist you?

Hey m.a.i.a

Sure thing Sam! Do
you have the ticket #
handy with you? Else I
can fetch your last few
open tickets.

I wanna check the
status of my ticket?

Please wait a
minute, while I fetch
the ticket details for
you

No thanks! Here is
the ticket number
INCxxxx

Your ticket is assigned to the
s/w provisioning team. And it
has request fulfillment SLA of 3
business days

Sure m.ai.a

You are most welcome
Sam! Is there anything else
I can assist you with ?

Thanks for the
update m.ai.a

You have a good
day Sam. Bye for
now!

I am good for now,
Thank you!

m.ai.a Can Also Address
Outage Announcement
m.ai.a can proactively share status of outages with
Customer to keep them informed and updated
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How to Queries
m.ai.a can be trained to answer
FAQ’s with ease
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Service Request
and Order
Management
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Recurring request for
service can be
processed by m.ai.a
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Password Reset/Account Unlock
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m.ai.a can completely assist this process and
allow resources solve pressing issues.

Cognitive Self-Healing
m.ai.a’s evolving capability
makes it the right fit to expand
in the technology agnostic
Service Desk ecosystem.

ITSM Ticket Creation and Status Enquiry
m.ai.a captures & generates events, alerts, incidents or
requests and helps with status enquiries

Why m.ai.a
m.ai.a reduces cost of
support, and increases
efficiency

m.ai.a is a modern virtual 80% improvement of first
agent which can be
contact resolution across
configured to various
all ticket domains
service desk activities

Outcomes-driven
commercial agreements
that measure services
beyond just SLAs

m.ai.a’s integration
capability with existing
workflow and analytic
systems leverages
already made
investments

Flexible agreements that
measures ROI and
vendor’s commitment
to improve service
beyond traditional SLAs

Proven ability to ensure
seamless experience
and quick resolve to
issues

The effect of the pandemic is felt around the world and industries are struggling to stay afloat while providing the best to their
customers. It is a common monologue that ‘crisis brings opportunities and innovation’ which can help them stay relevant
in the competitive market.
While contactless approach and exclusively Digital in driving the industries towards the new normal era, it is the right time for
organizations to re-evaluate their approach for an agile and frictionless experience for their customer in the future.
m.ai.a’s reliability and flexibility to adapt to these changes and establish re-evaluated successful process frameworks, makes
it the right fit for companies to implement now.

Connect with us and turn your Service Desk challenges
into Business opportunities
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